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ABSTRACT 

Prosthetic hands are compensatory devices for the hand amputees as a result of injury, various accidents or birth 

deformities, types of prosthetic hand vary depending on the mechanism they operate and how they perform. 

There are common types in use that are characterized by their complex mechanisms, which are difficult for the 

amputee to use or exclude use because of their high cost, therefore the aim of this research is to design an 

artificial hand that is suitable in terms of simplicity of use and low cost and similar to a natural hand with regard 

to dimensions and shape that operated in the mechanism of links. This research involves Stress and strain 

analysis of the prosthetic hand and its fingers that modelled from (Petg CR) material. All design and analysis are 

done in the program Solidwork 2018 to find the effect of different load conditions on the designed hand by 

adding (normal load, ball grasping, cylinder rising). The von- Mises stresses deducted for a fingertip and 

assembled finger as well as the assembled hand to identify the maximum stress accrues before failure in daily 

life functions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Prosthetic hand designs vary according to the mechanism and purpose used for it. There are a lot of researches 

in this area. One of them was to create a low-cost radio prosthetic hand modulator modelled by a 3D printer, and 

the movement of the fingers is controlled by a built-in glove with flexible sensors[1].And someone focused on 

designing a robotic finger powered by single-mode biez-electric operators to run all three joints that finger 

consist of, and the finger was then mounted with the robotic hand's mechanical structure[2]. A plastic- nylon 

prosthetic arm of five fingers and a moving wrist was designed at an affordable cost with movements and 

actions similar to a natural hand[3].Proposed to use a four bar mechanism to operate an artificial finger with one 

degree of freedom[4].Use the compatible four-bar connecting mechanism to run the fingers to make them more 

impact-resistant, since the hand is made of five fingers made of thermal plastic[5]. Previous research has 

focused on the design of the mechanical structure of the synthetic hand. Others have focused on the mechanisms 

for controlling the artificial hand, where it has shown the possibility of developing the control of the artificial 

hand through the unit of control (PID) It's powered by a (DC) motor, where it's modelled using a Solidwork 

program, and implemented using a 3D printer using a Filament (ABS)[6].When [7] shown that  the pattern 

recognition algorithm in real-time can be deployed as a mechanism for controlling the artificial hand that under 

actuated and it had only two forms of grip (precise grip and power grip).And [8] Control artificial hand 

movements using (ANN) by 16 channels of the signal (EMG) mounted on the amputee's arm to obtain the 

movements similar to the natural hand  

The aim of this research is to design an artificial hand that can emulate the natural hand in terms of shape, 

dimensions and function, at an appropriate cost and with as easy an operating mechanism as possible. 

METHODS 

The prosthetic hand Design and manufacturing 
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The purpose of this research is to design and modelling a prosthetic hand where is design by a Solidwork 2018 

program according to the natural dimension of the natural hand and modelled by a 3D printer with (Petg CR) 

filament, the prosthetic hand has a mechanical structure consisting of five fingers that embedded with two sets 

of links and operated by a servo motor for each finger other than the thumb operating with (2) servo motors. Its 

movement can be precisely similar to that of a natural hand, so the design of any mechanical system of a 

synthetic hand must take into account the dimensions of the natural hand, its movement and the technique it 

holds things. 

Design finger 

An artificial finger consisting of three phalanxes with three-degree of freedom connecting together by pin joints, 

moved by two sets of links first set moved the distal and proximal phalanxes, second set of links moved the 

middle and proximal phalanxes and both the two sets connected together through the connection to operate by a 

servomotor that will operated each finger separately. The finger was provided with an internal slot to mount the 

links that will moved the phalanxes, as shown in the Figure 1. When the Servo motor operates, it's the rack and 

pinion gear going to move, and so it's going to pull the links of the phalanxes, and the angles of motion are 

generated by the joints associated with these phalanxes, which gives the artificial finger the same movement as 

the natural one. The fingers were designed with the Solidwork 2018 program, taking into consider the natural 

dimensions of the natural hand, to give the prosthetic finger the reality. 

 

Figure 1. Prosthetic finger with three phalanxes 

Design thumb 

The thumb consists of three phalanxes with three degrees of freedom and the same mechanism as the finger, but 

with the addition of another servomotor attached to the base of the thumb rotates the thumb with 180 degrees 

and two degrees of extra freedom, so the thumb will move in a more realistic and natural way as shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The prosthetic thumb with the servomotor 
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Hand Modelling 

When starting the process of manufacturing and modelling the robotic hand, several factors must be taken into 

account, including the size, shape, dimensions and weight of the natural hand that is characterized by it. For this 

purpose, the specifications of the dimensions of the natural hand parts for sixty people were taken [9] .To 

implement the robotic hand, a 3D printer was used to model and manufacture the parts of the hand consisting of 

the fingers and the palm using filament (Petg CR), for its high hardness compared to other types of filament, as 

well as to make the manufactured hand light in weight and resistant to water and corrosion, in addition to the 

good economic cost and according to the properties of the filament shown in the Table.1. To assemble the parts 

of the fingers and connect them to the palm, pin joints were used, made of steel with a diameter of (2) mm, 

lengths between (6-10) mm, and a clearance of 0.05 mm were used to allow the joints to rotate freely around 

their axis. The assembly of the hand shown in Figure 3. 

Table 1. Mechanical properties for the (Petg CR) filament 

Mechanical Properties Typical value Unit 

Tensile Strength 56 Mpa 

Tensile Modulus 5230 Mpa 

Tensile Elongation 3 % 

Flexural Strength 80 Mpa 

Flexural Modulus 5740 Mpa 

Density 1.34 g/cc 

 

 

Figure 3. The prosthetic hand assembly 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Stress and strain analysis for the fingertip and assembly 

Stress and strain analysis for the fingertip 

It became necessary to analyse the stress and strain of the designed finger and its component parts in order to 

identify the number of loads that may be afforded during the performance of daily life functions. So, when the 

prosthetic hand performs the effectiveness of holding things, the first part exposed to the load is the tip of the 

finger, as it is the first part that reaches the thing and needs a certain force for a maintaining its grip. When the 

hand holding objects, the fingertip will be subjected to an oblique force reaction that will analysis into two 

components, one (normal force) directly on the fingertip and the other horizontal (shear force). Several loads 

have been placed on the tip of the finger to see the amount of stress and strain that can occur and to know the 

comportment capacity of the finger designed for the loads before failure, Loads of 25 N, 50 N and 100 N were 

applied to the fingertip (distal phalanx) to find out the amount of stress and strain that it is exposed while 

performing precise functions.as shown in the figures 4-6. 
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Figure 4. Stress analysis for the fingertip at (25N) force at the distal phalanx 

 

Figure 5. Stress analysis for the fingertip at (50N) force at the distal phalanx 

 

Figure 6. Stress analysis for the fingertip at (100N) force at the distal phalanx 
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Stress and strain analysis for the assembly finger 

When the prosthetic hand, trying to hold relatively large objects, the other parts of the finger such as the middle 

and proximal phalanxes will be afforded to external load due to the weight of the thing holding it, Therefore, the 

stress and strain of the assembled finger were calculated to find out the total amount of the applied load that the 

finger could bear before failure, as shown in the figure. Loads of 25 N, 50 N and 100 N were applied to the 

(distal , middle and proximal) phalanxes to find out the amount of stress and strain that it is exposed while 

performing grasp functions.as shown in the figures.7-9 .In addition, the daily life functions of the designed 

finger were tested when it was carried a steel cylinder with (43.36) mm diameter and (682)grams weight, and 

carried a rubber ball with (42.6)mm diameter and (40.51)grams weight the stress, strain and deformation was 

observed.as shown in Figure 10-11. 

 

 

Figure 7. Stress analysis for the assembly finger at (25N) force at the (3) phalanxes 

 

Figure 8. Stress analysis for the assembly finger at (50N) force at the (3) phalanxes 
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Figure 9. Stress analysis for the assembly finger at (100N) force at the (3) phalanxes 

 

Figure 10. Stress analysis for the finger when carried Alloy steel cylinder 

 

Figure 11. Stress analysis for the finger when carried Rubber ball 
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Stress and strain analysis for the assembly hand 

After the analysis was done for the fingers of the hand, more analysis was done in the palm of the hand with the 

fingers by adding total loads 100N, 200N, on the palm and fingers as shown in Figures 12-13. 

 

Figure 12. Stress analysis for the hand when carried 100N 

 

Figure 13. Stress analysis for the hand when carried 200N 

The hand movement was simulated for daily life functions when raised a cylinder with a diameter of 80 mm, a 

length of 90 mm, and a weight of (3483.4) g, and the stress and strain that occurs is analysed.as shown in 

Figure.14 
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Figure 14. Stress analysis for the hand raising a cylinder. 

Figure 15 showed the stress analysis when hand was grasp the plastic ball with diameter (80mm) and (2064.40) 

grams weight. 

 

Figure 15. Stress analysis for the hand grasping ball. 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this paper is to focus on designing a prosthetic hand of similar shape and size to the natural hand 

and testing its ability to withstand stress when performing daily life functions, and skill in grip and it is 

characterized by its light weight and economical cost available to users. The goal of this paper is to find the 

effect of different load conditions on the designed hand in terms of adding (normal load, ball grasping, cylinder 

rising). The von- Mises stresses deducted for a fingertip and assembled finger as well as the assembled hand to 

identify the maximum stress accrue before failure and help designers to develop prosthetics. From the results 

obtained, observed that the highest stress was been in the pin joint aperture region, even though the stress that 

occurs in this region the distal phalanx still can be characterized as a safe component with the safety factor value 
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of 1.75 because the maximum stress that occurs does not permit the yield stress of the material. The present 

study gives a comprehensive investigation effect on the functioning of the finger and hand, in this paper the 

results of basic simulation tasks are compared to literature values from the past data as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Max Von-Mises stresses for the components of the hand with various type of loading 

No. component Type of load value 

Von-Mises 

stress (N/m^2) 

in current 

study 

Von-Mises stress 

(N/m^2) other studies 

1 Fingertip Normal load 
50 N 1.591e+07 1.7993e+07 [10] 

100 N 3.182e+07 - 

2 Assembled Finger 

Normal load 50 N 0.862e+08 2.4924e+08 [11] 

Grasp ball 40.51 g 1.732e+08 - 

Raise cylinder 682 g 1.783e+04 - 

3 Assembled Hand 

Normal load 100 N 6.182e+07  

Grasp ball 2064.64 g 2.831e+05  

Raise cylinder 3483.4 g 2.751e+05 15.19e+05 [11] 

 

It was noted that the Von-Mises stress for assembled hand in [11] was higher than the Von-Mises stress 

generated in the current study, although that the diameter and weight of the cylinder used was less than that used 

in the current study ,for the reason that the load was distributed over a small area of the hand and thus the stress 

will be concentrated on it, while in the current study it was the area of the hand Similar to the area of the natural 

hand and that the distribution of the loads was compatible with the size and shape of the hand and fingers and 

the load will be distributed over a larger area, thus reducing the stress generated in it. 

CONCLUSION 

1- The model designed for the prosthetic hand and its fingers are dimensionally identical to the natural hand 

and help support and improve the structures of the prosthetic hands. 

2- The design of the prosthetic hand and its fingers was found to be stable in terms of stress-strain analysis. 

3- The prosthetic hand and its fingers were able to perform daily life functions with good grip. 

4- The possibility of conducting an experimental test on the designed model, the ease of modelling it using the 

3D printer, and its low cost, and it can be taken for future work. 
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